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How I shrieked I shrieked lipstick in the sky on my hands.

I am 14 in a Jesuit prep school I am 22 in a college town I am 
waitressing I am tripping on acid I am 19 inside of  cigarette-ish-
ness and 1960s re-enactments 16 in a watercolor self-portrait 16 
alone in up in in in my bedroom there was nothing like it all I 
am 5 am 9 I am teaching a composition class and I am 7 years 
old and and then 25 I am in silver eyeliner puking outside an 
apartment building in a yearbook photo gagging into the smells 
of  teenage and Walgreens perfume and fabric spray I am giving 
birth I am pretend giving birth I am real giving birth 
then I am a girl 
I am 11 in the end of  my private doll time 

I am inside of  the psychodrama I am a preliterate melon am 36 
15 I am 36
of  high-heeled leg sticks 
I am 18 15 then
of  high-heeled leg sticks
crumbling at the doors of  a funeral home— 

not my own legs—

Oh yes I have had some deaths, indeed, 
and I used to think that a dead parent marked me out 
cashed me out for this narcotized kinda living
for this living we’re doing
but now

it all seems so ordinary now 
now that I am always waiting for another doom
  
my man hissed it just now in a whisper, and now
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I remember what it was like.
I don’t remember what it was like.
I was in a you of  you 

I am clipping this locker key to your nightgown
outside of  space
magnets chasing.

I am telling you: this is the first time I 
understood
UNDERSTAND ME CHILD
that the bog 
is a mirror to crack open and get into. 
I saw you 

climb like blood 
into a nihilist sky. 
I saw the movie bubbles explode into valentines
around your face. 

I SAW YOU.

Always in an ill-suited elky necklace, in a favorite chair in 
pretending Anita Pallenberg perhaps this season and in all the 
mix tapes and dirty jeans and menstrual objects and to finally 
arrive at this grand role

It’s not really that far off  from what I would have imagined,
Is it subtle is it gargoyles is it a sapphire car ride that this bitch 
wants,

I am not able to utter it. I am lava-dead on the stage. 
Worship my corpse, come to my child’s birth, watch my photos
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flip by, watch the scenery roll in its grand tectonic maneuver: 

Faces laid on faces puke on cement on bedroom walls on a page, 
oh the canyon of  it, 
carrying you, into a wounded picking away at the typeface,  

a wild youthful peel 
a front hall, into
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